
ZERO HALLIBURTON The ZRO 28” 4-Wheel Spinner Travel Case, from ZERO HALLIBURTON’s new ZRO Collection, makes the perfect case for road warriors and the occasional vacationer alike. 
Constructed of scratch- and shock-resistant Makrolon, each case is designed with function and innovation in mind. Handcrafted in the USA from imported materials, cases feature precision 
dual spinner wheels, spring-loaded carry handles and integrated structural ribs for added strength and flexibility. A lock cover safeguards the TSA-accepted combination lock and zipper pulls 
and gives access to an uber-organized interior. It is available in gold, silver and gunmetal (shown) – MSRP: $635. HONTUS MILANO The creation of the Alluminio Hardside Spinner began with 
one complex goal: to fuse art and science together to create a new level of experience in travel goods. This case is made from lightweight armor-flex composite with Mia Toro’s exclusive Satin 
Aluminum Texture to give it a rich look and feel. The collection includes a carry-on and two upright cases – MSRP: $320/21” carry-on; $340/25”; $360/29”. TRAVELER’S CHOICE The 2-piece 
lightweight PIAZZA SMART USB Hardside Spinner Set by U.S. Traveler includes a 22” carry-on with a USB port so you can charge electronics with a power bank battery (not included). No more 
hunting for a charging port to use; just plug in and charge up while waiting at the gate or traveling to your destination. The cases come in brushed silver, brushed black and brushed teal – MSRP: 
$259.99/set (30” and 22”). BOCONI BAGS & LEATHER Weekend getaway or six-week sabbatical – in either case, the Bryant LTE Getaway Duffle, weighing under 4 lbs, will go the distance. 
Featuring a modern combo of pull-up harness leather and lightweight washed canvas, the bag can be carried by its leather handles or removable and adjustable leather/nylon no-slip padded 
shoulder strap. An organizing dynamo with plenty of interior and exterior pockets, the bag is finished with a durable zipper, antiqued brass hardware and cool leather details. It comes in antique 
mahogany and new colorway black and bleu lined with khaki and navy/white houndstooth – MSRP: $448. 

Features and Colors  
Combine in Cases and  
Collections That Wow
Take to the road with hard-wearing, good looking cases and luggage collections built  
for travels close to home and around the world, with super lightweight materials,  
expandability and an abundance of organizing pockets and compartments. These  
feature-rich bags are stand-outs in the color department, too, with runway-worthy  
hues like tangerine, cherry brandy, purple passion,   
brushed teal and black and bleu.
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LOJEL An elegant case with unique security features and a strong backbone – the Novigo is constructed of the lightest and strongest polycarbonate and is the first Lojel collection to come 
with a braking system. Additionally, it has the company’s patented one-piece trolley handle and two TSA-accepted locks that allow users to set different combinations for each lock, effectively 
doubling the security of your personal belongings – MSRP: $339.95/small; $389.95/medium; $439.95/large (shown). CABRELLI GROUP The official brand launch of CharlieBravo fashion travel 
accessories. The Large Top-Zip Tote with Detachable Pouch is designed for the woman on the go who wants quick, convenient and quality looks that are trend-right and budget-friendly. Offered 
in red plaid (shown), brown houndstooth and black and white houndstooth, the tote is made of microfiber with PVC trim – MSRP: $25. DELSEY Fresh and fully featured, the COMETE Collection 
is fun and functional luggage dedicated to making travels seamless. Named after the French word for comet, these scratch-resistant and expandable hardsides with spinner wheels evoke visions 
of weightlessness, speed and movement. In fuchsia, teal and black, cases are fully lined with a water-resistant pocket and a zippered divider for his and hers packing or to separate indoor and 
outdoor clothing – MSRP: $109.99/24”. BRIC’S USA The BELLAGIO 2.0 Collection has been updated and changed to include new multistage handles that are stronger, lighter and more resistant. 
Offered in seven colors and five styles, cases have Hinomoto wheels and an elegant matching lining – MSRP: $650.
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MCKLEIN COMPANY Meet the Allie by Parinda, a beautiful 
combination of croco faux leather for the bottom and 
handles to create a sturdier structure and a quilted patterned 
fabric for the body to give this tote that soft lightweight 
feel. Inside is a zippered pocket plus open pockets for a 
phone or wallet. Outside, zippered pocket allows for easy 
access to phone or passport. Allie comes in nine different 
patterns – MSRP: $48. VICTORINOX SWISS ARMY Smart 
function, superior protection – the lightweight Lexicon 
2.0 Dual Caster Large Expandable Upright is engineered to 
deliver with a range of sophisticated systems and fabrics, 
including the exceptionally durable earth-friendly ForteLux 
and TourMax ballistic nylon. In parallel, smart functionality 
soars to new heights at every touch point with features 
like the Pack More System with four packing solutions in 
gray – MSRP: $550. ROYCE LEATHER For an exhilarating 
journey, the innovative Charged Up Backpack in water-
resistant flannel-esque and rich pebbled leather boasts a 
spacious interior with a padded 15” laptop compartment, 
a tablet slip pocket and an accessories pocket. A dual-port 
power bank and charging station are discretely integrated 
into the bag’s streamlined design – MSRP: $300. 
HEDGREN The Transit Collection’s Boarding S 20” Carry-On 
Spinner with Easy Access Computer Pocket steps up to the 
challenge of practical and light travels. 
This trolley’s integrated features will 
move you through security with ease, 
plus it fits in the overhead compartment 
of most airlines. It includes two zippered 
mesh pockets and a removable spill-
proof liquids travel pouch. In 100% pure 
polycarbonate atop four silent spinner 
wheels, it offers recessed TSA-accepted 
combination lock and retractable ID tag. 
Collection colors include black, tornado 
gray, snorkeled blue and purple passion – 
MSRP: $260.
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24-7 INTERNATIONAL The Gravity Collection epitomizes the Lucas 
brand. Fashion meets function with these extremely lightweight, 
durable hardside bags. Eight multi-directional spinner wheels in 
the iconic Lucas yellow rotate 360° for easy maneuverability on all 
surfaces. An airplane-grade aluminum color-matched telescoping 
handle, interior mesh and zip pockets and cushioned carry handles 
add to the allure of this stylized high gloss collection – MSRP: $125-
$200. TROCHI Add a little color to your life with the Mia, a curvaceous 
collection of bags, including the 24” Upright, featuring a uniquely 
beveled and subtly tapered design and a brilliant color palette: 
sandy beach beige, metallic green, sky blue, burgundy and black. It is 
styled to go the distance with “8-wheel drive” 360° multi-directional 
wheels; anti-puncture anti-theft zipper; telescopic aluminum handle; 
and TSA-accepted, Travel Sentry-approved combination lock –  
MSRP: $199. MOUFLON The versatile Milestone Tote Bag brings a little 
something extra to the table with its padded section, front suede-
like pocket and side shoe pocket. In black combo, the tote can be 
carried by its two handles or its adjustable and detachable shoulder 
strap – MSRP: $80. JACK GEORGES Versatility and convenience is 
this bag’s middle name. The Voyager Convertible Crossbody/Duffle 
Bag transforms from an everyday cross-body bag into a 20” duffle 
by simply undoing the center zipper. Carry all your electronics and 
other essentials and still have room for that unexpected purchase. 
Handmade from vegetable re-tanned buffalo leather, this multi-
purpose bag with plenty of organization comes in brown –  
MSRP: $278. HIGH SIERRA The RS Series 29.5” Hardside Spinner 
looks sharp in its black polycarbonate shell. Featuring a zippered 
expansion gusset, TSA-accepted combination lock, push-button 
telescoping pull handle and top and side handles, the case rolls 
effortless along on four multi-directional spinner wheels –  
MSRP: $189.99.
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HANG ACCESSORIES It’s the nylon material that 
makes the Hira Nylon Rolling Carry-on Bag lighter 
than many other bags of its kind. Move swiftly and 
smoothly along with the bag’s 360° spinner wheels. 
Keep your things neatly organized with plenty of 
interior storage, pockets and a removable laptop 
sleeve, plus side pockets for a water bottle and 
other quick-grab items. It is available in black, plum 
and red – MSRP: $189. OLYMPIA INTERNATIONAL 
Get maximum packing flexibility with the PETRA 
Expandable EVA Spinner Collection, featuring 11 
different pockets. Constructed of 840D jacquard 
polyester, cases have an 8-wheel spinner system 
to allow free movement in all directions and an 
aluminum push-button locking retractable handle. 
In addition to an abundance of organizing pockets, 
each case offers an EVA foam-padded front panel 
and an elegantly imprinted full interior lining 
– MSRP: $680/3-pc set. AIMEE KESTENBERG 
BY HERITAGE TRAVELWARE From the Florence 
Collection is the lightweight 28” Polyester Twill 
Double Pocket Quilted Python Expandable 8-Wheel 
Upright. This durable, smooth-gliding case has 
a main compartment with zipper pocket and 
garment restraints and easy-access front exterior 
zipper pockets. The inside lid section features a 
large full-length mesh zipper pocket and the rear 
exterior includes a business card-size I.D. pocket. It 
comes in black and plum – MSRP: $340. AMERICAN 
TOURISTER Stylish design fused with the latest 
technology: The lightweight 5-piece iLite Max 
Collection is fashionable and fun, and collection 
colors like tangerine and raspberry reflect this. 
Pieces include the Wheeled Boarding Bag, 
UltraValet® Garment Bag and 29”, 25” and 21” 
Spinners. Cases have four multi-directional 
airflow spinner wheels and roll upright so 
there is no weight on your arm or shoulder –  
MSRP: $79.99-$139.99; $99.99/21” (shown).
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LEISURE MERCHANDISING The London Fog Cambridge 15” Under the Seat Bag, shown in olive houndstooth, is a versatile case that can be used as a rolling tote, business case or overnighter. 
With a padded tablet compartment, zippered organizer pockets and exterior zippered pockets, it is designed to comfortably fit underneath most standard airline seats. An aluminum locking 
handle system and 2-wheel inline skate wheels allow for comfortable maneuvering – MSRP: $240. RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS Designed for ultimate organization and flexibility, the super-
lightweight and expandable Mar Vista Collection, including the Mar Vista 2.0 21” Carry-On Spinner Upright, features a 360° dual spinner wheel system, including Ricardo’s innovative locking 
wheel so the case stays securely by your side with the simple press of a button. In durable nylon, case interiors have an innovative packing system including a floating divider that adjusts its 
capacity based on contents – MSRP: $260. BEN SHERMAN BY HERITAGE TRAVELWARE From the York Collection is the lightweight 20” 600D Printed Polyester Expandable 4-Wheel Upright/
Carry-On, a feature-rich bag that expands for greater carrying capacity. Its front exterior features an easily accessible top zipper pocket and a U-shaped zip-down pocket for added storage and 
the interior includes a side zippered accessory pocket. It comes in cherry brandy, black/gray and dark forest – MSRP: $200. HEX As cool as its name implies, the Dakota Drifter Duffel wears its 
water-resistant gray stripe woven exterior with black coated canvas trim accents well. Stow clothing into the roomy main compartment and tuck your iPad Mini into the front padded pocket 
and sling the bag over your shoulder with its removable strap. Genuine leather zipper pulls and a Black Heritage logo lining finish the look – MSRP: $99.95. SAMSONITE Turn heads as you 
easily maneuver through your travels with MIGHTlight 2, featuring a sleek design and multi-directional Spherical Spinner Wheels. This lightweight 7-piece collection, including the 30” Spinner 
(shown), is constructed of ultra-lightweight nylon fabric with SamGuard™ water-resistant coating. It comes in black, majolica blue and grape wine – MSRP $269.99.
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FOX LUGGAGE Pack more without penalty with this fashionable carry-on in super lightweight and durable polycarbonate/ABS. Featuring eight multi-directional spinner wheels for easy 
maneuverability, the case has a modern internal chrome telescoping handle with push-button handle and interior mesh, zip and elastic pockets – MSRP: $160. EAGLE CREEK Adventure on 
with the No Matter What™ Top Load Backpack with lockable zippers, safety whistle, organizing pockets and a digital safe zone for your 15” laptop. Get durability and weather-protection as 
well as a comfortable carry in a backpack that is All Ways Secure – MSRP: $89. A.SAKS LUGGAGE These space-saving Expandable Rolling Duffels in ballistic nylon offer five inches of expansion 
from the top. The bags have a retractable built-in handle system enclosed in a zipper, rollerblade wheels and inside tie-down straps. Offered in black trimmed with red, the bags fold down 
completely flat. Shown is the 31” duffle, which weighs just 6.1 lbs – MSRP: $169.99. MANCINI LEATHER GOODS From its Pack ‘Em In Collection, Mancini debuts the Packable Travel Daypack in 
super strong and lightweight ripstop, stepping in as that extra bag you need for adventure on the road or for the return trip. It’s an easy carry with mesh shoulder straps and backing, multiple 
organizing pockets and two side mesh water bottle pockets. It is available in black, blue, navy and purple – MSRP: $27.99. ATM When you – or your bag – are smiling, the whole world smiles 
with you. The new SMILEY WORLD Celebration has an original Emoji design that will make you feel good about traveling with this 22” Carry-on Spinner with double performance wheels and 
high security zipper – MSRP: $99.99.
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Please see the Buyer’s Guide on pages 70-71 for a directory of the companies whose products are included in this feature.

LCI BRANDS Measuring 10.5” x 9” x 4”, the Lewis N. Clark Complete Travel 
Bag features multiple compartments, including an RFID-protected organizer 
panel that blocks unauthorized scanning of credit cards and passport while 
giving you fingertip access to ID, credit cards, travel documents and other 
essentials. Carry it as a shoulder bag or convert it to a backpack – MSRP: 
$43.99. 24-7 INTERNATIONAL Ready anytime to go anywhere, it’s the 
Ciao! Lazio Collection from 24-7 International, versatile and durable cases 
featuring ultra-lightweight construction yet loaded with features: DuraMax® 
high-density cross-dobby fabric for greater stain and abrasion resistance 
and high performance dual spinner wheels with reinforced wheel housings 
built for high-mileage travel. Perfect for casual travel itineraries, the 5-piece 
collection includes a spacious spinner Under Seat Bag – MSRP: $80-$180. 
TRAVELPRO PRODUCTS The new Travelpro® Crew™ 11 Hardside Collection 
is crafted for today’s frequent travelers who put a premium on design 
innovation, sharp aesthetics and enduring strength. Made up of spinner 
and Rollaboard® models, the 100% polycarbonate collection comes well 
equipped with patented features like MagnaTrac™ self-aligning dual spinner 
wheels, PowerScope Extension Handle and the Contour Grip. An external 
USB port on carry-on models allows you to connect any USB device for 
power on the move. Cases are available in navy and silver – MSRP: $440-
$600; $460/21” Spinner (shown). HEYS LUGGAGE Sure to turn heads with 
its colorful and whimsical take on the iconic Statue of Liberty is the Britto 
Freedom Spinners Collection. This American-inspired design in lightweight, 
durable polycarbonate composite features metallic silver highlights and a 
beautiful and glossy shine. Enjoy Hinomoto™ spinner wheels, built-in TSA 
lock, fully lined interior with buckled divider and zippered expansion system 
for an extra 20% in packing capacity. MSRP: $161.99/21”; $179.99/26”; 
206.99/30” or $548.99/3-piece set.
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